Using revolutionary laser body sculpting technology, SlimLipo is a minimally-invasive surgical procedure that gently “melts” and removes unwanted fat cells in as little as an hour. And because of our precision laser technology, few surrounding tissues are affected — meaning you’ll experience little discomfort and minimal downtime.

It’s time to put the bra bulge and muffin top on notice. You’re as little as an hour away from a whole new you.

True liposuction without the downtime, risks of general anesthesia, and extensive trauma to the body.

Find out if SlimLipo is right for you!

Dr. Richard Bloy, FACOG
239.561.9191
www.ContemporaryHealthCenter.com
WHAT IS SLIMLIP® AND HOW CAN IT HELP ME?

SlimLipo™ body sculpting is a revolutionary treatment that uses a “fat-melting” laser. Via a few tiny incisions, this patented laser gently “melts” fat for easy removal from your body. Its superior minimally-invasive technology helps you achieve a slimmer look with minimal downtime.

WHICH PARTS OF MY BODY CAN BE TREATED?

You can treat fat on almost any area of your body with SlimLipo laser body sculpting, but common areas for treatment include the stomach, back (bra bulge), buttocks, chin, neck, love handles, thighs and upper arms.

HOW FAST IS THE SLIMLIP® PROCEDURE?

Depending on the area being treated, this body sculpting treatment may take as little as an hour. Larger trouble spots may take slightly more time. During your pre-procedure consultation, your SlimLipo physician will perform an evaluation and go over any questions with you.

WHAT RESULTS CAN I EXPECT?

You can expect to minimize small, localized areas of fat — almost anywhere on the body — which are resistant to diet and exercise.

HOW DO I KNOW IF THIS IS RIGHT FOR ME?

Every patient is different. The best way to know if SlimLipo is right for you is to consult a local SlimLipo physician. Visit GetSlimLipo.com to find a physician near you.

WHAT DOES THE PROCESS FEEL LIKE?

You may be pleasantly surprised by how little discomfort you’ll feel. You may feel a slight pinching and minimal discomfort during the numbing process. During the treatment, patients often say they feel slight warmth in the area. Our state-of-the-art system features technology that has been carefully designed to ease unnecessary trauma to the body.

CAN I USE SLIMLIP® LASER BODY SCULPTING IF I’VE ALREADY HAD LIPOSUCTION?

Yes. Since traditional liposuction can often result in skin irregularities, these patients are often good candidates for SlimLipo. Laser body sculpting can gently “melt” remaining unwanted fat and help smooth out dents and dimples.

HOW MANY TREATMENTS WILL I NEED?

Typically, one treatment is enough for a given area.

IS THIS FOR MEN, TOO?

Yes. SlimLipo can be used to minimize stubborn, fatty areas for men, too. As with women, men can target almost anywhere on the body but one of the more common areas is the chest.

IS SLIMLIP® APPROPRIATE FOR HEAVIER PATIENTS?

SlimLipo may be performed on heavier patients. Patients with significant weight may need to complete a weight loss program before being treated with SlimLipo. Your SlimLipo physician will determine if you are a good candidate for this procedure.

“I love what I see in the mirror and have not felt this good about myself in a long time! I am thrilled and have received many compliments on how fabulous I look. I would recommend SlimLipo to anyone who has battled with dieting and exercise and has not seen any results.”

—Karen C., SlimLipo patient
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